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</tr>
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Abstract

Intensive management of the Missouri and Mississippi Rivers has resulted in dramatic physical changes to these rivers. These changes have been implicated as causative agents in the decline of pallid sturgeon. The pallid sturgeon, federally listed as endangered, is endemic to the turbid waters of the Missouri River and the Lower Mississippi River. The sympatric shovelnose sturgeon historically was more common and widespread than the pallid sturgeon. Habitat alteration, river regulation, pollution, and over-harvest have resulted in the now predictable patterns of decline and localized extirpation of sturgeon across species and geographic areas. Symptomatic of this generalized pattern of decline is poor reproductive success, and low or no recruitment of wild juveniles to the adult population. The purpose of this report is to introduce a conceptual life-history model of the factors that affect reproduction, growth, and survival of shovelnose and pallid sturgeons. The conceptual model provided here was developed to organize the understanding about the complex life history of Scaphirhynchus sturgeons. It was designed to be used for communication, planning, and to provide the structure for a population-forecasting model. These models are intended to be dynamic and responsive to new information and changes in river management, thereby providing scientists, stakeholders, and managers with ways to improve understanding of the effects of management actions on the ecological requirements of Scaphirhynchus sturgeons. As new scientific knowledge becomes available, it could be included in the model in many ways at various integration levels.

Introduction

Intensive management of the Missouri and Mississippi Rivers for purposes of navigation, flood control, and power generation has resulted in dramatic physical changes to these rivers (Ferrell, 1993; Ferrell, 1996; Galat and Lipkin, 2000). Historically, these rivers were characterized by a shifting, braided channel with abundant sandbars and accumulations of large woody debris. The shifting channel contained a wide variety of hydraulic environments that provided diverse habitat for many benthic fish species. In the 1800’s, training into a fast, deep, and single-thread channel to support navigation was begun. Wing dikes concentrated flow, and revetments and levees kept the channels in place and disconnected it from the flood plains. Reservoir regulation substantially changed the annual hydrograph, sediment load, and temperature regime of the Missouri and Mississippi Rivers. As in other large flood-plain rivers, agricultural pesticides, nutrient runoff, and increasing discharge of domestic and industrial effluents affect the aquatic biota and the ecological health of the Missouri River Basin (Tockner and Stanford, 2000). Proliferation of introduced and non-indigenous species has further threatened to diminish the ecological integrity of the river ecosystem (Pflieger, 1997; Galat and others, 2005). Together these changes in flow, channel morphology, water quality, and biota have been implicated as causative agents in the dramatic declines in native river fishes and their resource base in general, and with the decline of pallid sturgeon (Scaphirhynchus albus) in particular (Funk and Robinson, 1974; Hesse and others, 1989; Hesse and Sheets, 1993; Galat and others, 2005).

Since 1989, Missouri River Basin management agencies have been involved in revising the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ operating plan for the Missouri River mainstem reservoirs, and consulting on the implementation of the navigation and bank stabilization projects (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 2000, 2003). As a result, several significant management activities have been initiated to benefit the endangered pallid sturgeon in the Lower Missouri River, including propagation efforts to supplement wild populations, physical habitat rehabilitation projects to improve riverine habitat conditions, and planned experimental reservoir releases to promote reproduction and increased survival of juvenile pallid sturgeon.

The pallid sturgeon is endemic to the turbid waters of the Missouri River and the Lower Mississippi River, from the mouth of the Missouri River downstream to New Orleans (Mayden and Kuhajda, 1997). The pallid sturgeon is rare throughout the Missouri River Basin and was federally listed as an endangered species in 1990 (Dryer and Sandvol, 1993). In the Lower Missouri River, no reliable pallid sturgeon population estimates exist; however, based on recent capture rates and the incidence of occurrence, managers estimate that
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The decline of sturgeon populations is a global phenomenon (Birstein, 1993). Habitat alteration, river regulation, pollution, and over-harvest have resulted in the now predictable patterns of decline and localized extirpation of sturgeon across species and geographic areas. Symptomatic of this generalized pattern of decline is poor reproductive success and low, or no, recruitment of wild juveniles to the adult population. Evidence from various monitoring efforts suggests that recruitment of wild pallid sturgeon to the adult population is limited or non-existent throughout most of the Missouri River (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 2000; Jordan, 2006). Some reproduction (larvae were collected and verified) of the endangered pallid sturgeon has been documented in the Lower Missouri River (Louise Mauldin, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, oral commun., 2004; Kerry Reeves, University of Missouri, oral commun., 2007) and in the Middle Mississippi River (Hrabik, 2007). Collections of young-of-year pallid sturgeon in the upper Missouri River Basin (Braaten and Fuller, 2005) provide evidence that pallid sturgeon may be spawning in the Yellowstone River or Missouri River below Fort Peck Dam, although juveniles have not been captured there for decades (Jordan, 2006). In contrast, the closely-related shovelnose sturgeon is reproducing, and recruitment is occurring in the Missouri River (Moos, 1978; Keenlyne, 1997).

Despite evidence of substantial decline, the shovelnose sturgeon remains relatively common in the Lower Missouri and Mississippi Rivers (Becker, 1983). The persistence and resiliency of the shovelnose sturgeon in comparison to the pallid sturgeon may be partly because of its earlier maturity, lower trophic status, and adaptability to a broader range of environmental conditions. The shovelnose sturgeon matures earlier and attains a smaller maximum size than the pallid sturgeon (Keenlyne and Jenkins, 1993). The smaller shovelnose sturgeon primarily subsists on invertebrates, whereas the larger pallid sturgeon becomes piscivorous relatively early in life (Modde and Schmulbach, 1977; Keenlyne, 1997; Carlson and others, 1994). Pallid sturgeon also are highly adapted to large, turbid, riverine environments, and are believed to not use tributaries or clear-water riverine habitats that are frequented by shovelnose sturgeon (Mayden and Kuhajda, 1997). Despite these differences, the morphological, physiological, and genetic similarity between the taxa clearly indicates that these two sympatric species are closely related (Bailey and Cross, 1954; Campton and others, 2000; Simons and others, 2001; Snyder, 2002).

This report and the model developed within focus on the pallid and shovelnose sturgeon, hereafter referred to as Scaphirhynchus in this report.

Purpose and Scope

The purpose of this report is to introduce a conceptual life-history model (hereafter referred to as model in this report) of the factors that affect reproduction, growth, and survival of Scaphirhynchus sturgeons. The model is intended as a tool to organize, visualize, and prioritize hypotheses relating to how the complex life history of Scaphirhynchus sturgeons relates to the spatial and temporal complexity of large interjurisdictional rivers. The model and its primary components are described, with some emphasis on specific components to illustrate its hierarchical nature.

The model was developed to provide a framework to help guide scientific approaches needed for a better understanding of the ecological requirements of the pallid sturgeon. Although there is some emphasis on delineating how Scaphirhynchus sturgeon ecology relates to river management variables, it also attempts to include all conceivable conditions and processes that might affect Scaphirhynchus sturgeon ecology to make it applicable to a wide range of research hypotheses. Within this context, pallid sturgeon ecological needs can be explored as they relate to species recovery efforts, as well as the broader aspects of river-system management. It was designed to be adaptable for communication and as a science planning tool. The model is intended to be dynamic and responsive to new information and changes in river management, thereby provid-
Basis for the Conceptual Life-History Model

Multiple abiotic and biotic factors have been proposed as critical for maintaining healthy populations of *Scaphirhynchus* sturgeons (fig. 1). Among the abiotic factors, physical factors (for example, hydrologic cues, temperature, turbidity, depth, and velocity) and features of in-channel habitat are believed to be important (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 2000, 2003). Biotic (nutrition, competition, predation, productivity) and abiotic chemical (for example, water quality) factors also are important contributors to reproductive success and survival.

An understanding of how all these factors alone and combined affect recruitment of *Scaphirhynchus* to each life stage is needed to provide rigorous and defensible information for use by all stakeholders to resolve issues surrounding pallid sturgeon recovery actions. This need was the motivation for development of the conceptual life-history model.

This model also was designed to provide the framework for a quantitative population forecasting model to predict future population size and distribution of pallid and shovel-nose sturgeon on the Missouri River. The population forecasting modeling effort will synthesize extant and anticipated data from research studies and the Missouri River Recovery fish monitoring programs (Pallid Sturgeon Population Assessment Program, Habitat Assessment and Monitoring Project Mitigation Program) to describe population status, probable bottlenecks, and additional information needs.

Structure of the Conceptual Life-History Model

The conceptual life-history model for *Scaphirhynchus* sturgeon is consistent with—and could be incorporated as a submodel within—a system-wide, adaptive ecosystem management model for the Missouri and/or Mississippi River Basins. Such a comprehensive ecosystem model could include similar life-history submodels for other key species, such as the piping plover (*Charadrius melodus*) and least tern (*Sternula antillarum*), and/or it could incorporate socio-economic benefits.

The life history of sturgeon (fig. 2) is divided into distinct life stages (boxes) with transitions from one life stage to the next (diamonds). The direction of sturgeon development is identified by arrows. Numerous conditions and processes determine whether or not individual sturgeon complete the transition from one life-stage to the next (ovals). In refining the model, lines of varying thickness could be drawn to indicate the importance of each connection among conditions and processes.

The spatial extent of the model is intended to capture scales relevant to individuals and the population. Because sturgeon in large rivers may move long distances during the course of their lives, the model illustrates the potential for sturgeon to use different parts of the river mainstem, or its tributaries, in specific ways during different life stages. The model also can accommodate fine-scale, three-dimensional models of habitat use and availability, and fish behavior during specific life stages, nested within the broader geographic extent. The model is designed to be dynamic, so it can be refined as new information is attained. Consequently, other important conditions, processes, and connections may be present that have not yet been identified in the current model, but will need to be incorporated in the future as more information is collected on the ecology of *Scaphirhynchus* sturgeon.

Our current (2007) state of knowledge is insufficient to prioritize the relative importance of the various connections to reproduction and survival. The model is intended as a starting framework to build the necessary scientific foundation. We anticipate that the conceptual model will be refined iteratively as scientists work collaboratively to share knowledge. It also may be useful to the broader community of Missouri River managers, stakeholders, and scientists to ensure that the *Scaphirhynchus* sturgeon framework is consistent with conceptual models of other priority management species, and with a comprehensive, ecosystem-level adaptive management model.

Processes and Conditions Controlling Life-Stage Transitions

The following section discusses the conceptual model (fig. 2) by life-stage transition. For each life-stage transition, a
submodel is presented based on a general understanding of the biological transition. For each transition, a list of hypothesized processes and conditions (fig. 3) that may affect the probability of a successful transition is presented.

The two primary categories of processes identified as affecting the transition between life stages for *Scaphirhynchos* sturgeons were direct mortality through human activities and/or non-human predators and rate-affecting processes that affect survival, growth, and development (especially of functionally reproductive individuals) (white rectangles in fig. 3). Human activities identified as contributing to direct mortality include native and non-native fishes, and non-fish predators (for example, macroinvertebrates, birds, also represented by red rectangles in fig. 3). The rate-affecting processes identified as affecting survival, growth, and development include habitat, contaminants, disease, prey availability, and competition (represented by white wavy rectangles in fig. 3). Competitors are represented by the same groups identified as predators, but not necessarily the same species. The condition factors considered as determinants of the importance of rate-affecting processes on survival, growth, and development include biotic (represented by green rectangles in fig. 3) and abiotic (represented by blue rectangles in fig. 3) factors. The biotic conditions identified include the food web and the nutrients cycled within it, competition, and

Figure 2. Conceptual model of *Scaphirhynchus* sturgeon life history.
genetic origin of the sturgeon. The abiotic conditions identified include light, temperature, sediment, water quality, and hydraulic habitat. Hydraulic habitat is defined as the result of the flow and channel morphology, both of which are affected directly by management.

For the various life-stage submodels, the processes and conditions identified are similar. The consistency among submodels is because of the general nature of the categories identified, and the fact that each submodel represents the same genus. As the conceptual model is refined, it is likely that submodels will be altered to reflect dominance of different processes for different life stages. Variations of the model could be developed for different geographic areas or pallid sturgeon management units.

**Mature to Pre-Spawning to Spawning Adult**

Existing evidence suggests that there is minimal to no recruitment of young pallid sturgeon to the adult population throughout the Missouri River Basin (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 2000; Jordan, 2006). A suggested cause for recruitment failure is the lack of successful reproduction because of absent or improper environmental cues (Quist and others, 2004).

The timing of spawning for fish that spawn seasonally generally is believed to have evolved in synchrony with the seasonal hydrologic and environmental conditions that provide the best possible chance of survival for offspring (Balon, 1975; Munro and others, 1990). Most North American sturgeon spawn between the spring equinox and summer solstice, with a spawning run peak often coinciding with the annual peak flow (Cech and Doroshov, 2004). Historically, North American sturgeon have been reported to spawn from spring to mid-summer, depending on latitude and water temperature [lake sturgeon (*Acipenser fulvescens*), Eddy and Surber, 1947; pallid sturgeon, Forbes and Richardson, 1920; shovel-nose sturgeon, Christenson, 1975; green sturgeon (*Acipenser medirostris*), Van Eenennaam and others, 2005; shortnose sturgeon (*Acipenser brevirostrum*), Taubert, 1980; Atlantic sturgeon (*Acipenser oxyrhynchus*), Van Eenennaam and others, 1996; gulf sturgeon (*Acipenser oxyrhynchus desotoi*), Fox and others, 2000].

During the spawning season, specific environmental cues can trigger or be associated with the physiological changes in the fish that results in spawning activity: migration, aggregation, courtship, ovulation, oviposition, and fertilization (Rankin and others, 1983). Although the biochemical, physiological, and behavioral events generally are synchronized, they can become
Synchronizes the biochemical, physiological, and behavioral aspects of reproduction in fishes (Rankin and others, 1983). In addition to photoperiod, reproduction in sturgeon is controlled by water temperature (Dettlaff and others, 1993). Most of the enzymatic biochemical processes during gametogenesis and gamete release are temperature sensitive. In addition to these variables, other environmental conditions may be important in gamete maturation and release include substrate, flow, turbidity, numbers of fish present, behavior of conspecifics, and presence of pheromones (Rankin and others, 1983).

A similar set of conditions and processes that determine the probability of a sturgeon transitioning from a mature adult to pre-spawning adult (fig. 4) also determine the probability of whether or not a pre-spawning adult spawns, and whether or not the non-spawners and spawners successfully survive and transition back into the pool of adult sturgeon to spawn again (figs. 2 and 4). Although the conditions and processes that regulate these transitions may be similar, the importance of each probably is different for each transition.

Factors that may play a role in limiting spawning activity for sturgeon could include non-synchronized hydrology, temperature, migration impediments, lack of spawning substrate, inadequate numbers of reproductive adults, hybridization with closely related sympatric species, predation, and contaminants. Unfortunately, the exact spawning location and the relative suitability of spawning conditions for these sturgeon species are not known. In addition, spawning behavior of both species is not well documented, and scientists have only begun to describe the reproductive physiology (Wildhaber and others, 2005, 2006).

### Spawning Adults with Viable Gametes to Developing Embryos

The production of embryos that can develop normally and hatch requires conditions suitable for egg fertilization and minimization of direct loss of eggs (fig. 5). Because this life-stage transition includes spawning adults at the point of release of gametes and eggs at fertilization, the processes and conditions critical to it are a combination of those critical during the previous reproductive stage and the developing embryo to free embryo life-stage transitions. Successful transition through this stage is dependent on healthy viable gametes and environmental conditions, especially temperature and the presence or absence of egg predators (Dettlaff and others, 1993).

### Developing Embryo to Free Embryo

Early life stages of riverine fishes tend to be the most sensitive to environmental stressors (Scheiber and others, 2001). Fluctuations in water temperature, reduced oxygen, poor egg quality, and contaminant exposure are known to result in abnormal development and high mortality in this life stage of sturgeon (Dettlaff and others, 1993; fig. 6).
Temperature and dissolved oxygen are primary environmental factors on the rate of embryo development (Jobling, 1995). Oxygen requirements of eggs generally increase with development, being greatest at hatch. Adhesive sturgeon eggs may be susceptible to smothering by fine particulates in an extremely turbid environment. Maternal contribution to the egg determines the quality of the nutritional reserves in the egg, and ambient temperature and oxygen determine the rate at which the yolk nutrition is used (Dettlaff and others, 1993). Sturgeon embryos must have the necessary nutritional sources for complete development, but also have sufficient yolk reserves beyond hatch until exogenous feeding begins. Chemical contaminants could be of concern in the large rivers used by Scaphyrinchus sturgeon (Ruelle and Keenlyne, 1993; Harsbarger and others, 2000). Early life stages generally are most sensitive to contaminants with exposure occurring during maternal yolk deposition and/or during incubation through contact with water or sediments. Although shovelnose and pallid sturgeon have been successfully reared in captivity, few data exist on their tolerance levels to spe-
cific environmental stressors. Given the documented water-quality changes reported for many locations along the Lower Missouri River (Galat and others, 2001; Hesse and others, 1989), it is possible that a bottleneck to recruitment will occur at this stage of sturgeon life history.

**Free Embryo to Larval Stage of Exogenous Feeding**

Limited spawning success and recruitment could be bottlenecks to self sustaining pallid sturgeon populations. The larval stage often functions as a recruitment bottleneck for fish because of decreased mobility and sensory ability, and increased vulnerability to anthropogenic environmental alteration (Scheidegger and Bain, 1995; Humphries and others, 2002). Although documentation of spawning by pallid sturgeon is a critical first step towards assesseing population status and recovery, successful spawning does not ensure successful recruitment to the juvenile or adult life stages; rather, biotic and abiotic factors operating during the post-hatch life stages may establish recruitment bottlenecks that cause high mortality during the post-hatch life stage (Dettlaff and others 1993; fig. 7). Limited numbers of larval sturgeon are collected from the Mississippi and Missouri Rivers (Louise Mauldin, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, oral commun., 2004; Kerry Reeves, University of Missouri, oral commun., 2007; Hrabik, 2007). This suggests one or more of the following factors may be responsible: lack of successful spawning, low recruitment, high mortality, ineffective sampling methods, inadequate sampling of drift and settling locations, or rapid dispersal.
and washout of sturgeon larvae in the Missouri and Mississippi Rivers. Given the sensitivity of the post-hatch life stage to mortality, it is important to identify determinants of post-hatch survival in pallid sturgeon.

Few data are available on the post-hatch life stage of pallid and shovelnose sturgeon. Post-hatch life stage spans from hatching to the initiation of feeding (hereafter referred to as post-hatch larvae in this report). Larval sturgeon raised at 17–18 °C (degrees Celsius) initiate feeding at around 10 days (Dettlaff and others, 1993). Initiation of feeding probably would occur before day 10 at warmer water temperatures. Pallid sturgeon larvae in hatcheries initiate feeding between days 4 and 6 post-hatch (Herb Bollig, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, oral commun., 2006). In natural settings, shovelnose sturgeon initiate exogenous feeding at about 16 mm (millimeters) long, and feed on dipters and emphemeropterans (Braaten and others, 2007). After hatching, larval pallid and shovelnose sturgeon in laboratory studies drift for up to 13 days (Kynard and others, 2002). The prolonged drift period of larval sturgeon necessitates a similarly long stretch of free-flowing water to complete the ontogenetic drift cycle. Larvae are suspected to be intolerant of sediments that deposit in river-reservoir transition zones; therefore, a recruitment bottleneck for sturgeon in riverine reaches terminated by a reservoir may be related to insufficient length of free-flowing water. Initiation of feeding on or about day 10, coupled with the finding that sturgeon start using benthic habitats on or about day 8, indicates occupation of benthic habitats is food related (Dettlaff and others, 1993).
Population viability of *Scaphirhynchus* sturgeons through the larval feeding stage hinges on elucidating the primary natural and anthropogenic factors that contribute to survival during this period (fig. 8). The stage when larval fish begin feeding often is called the “critical period” because they are extremely susceptible to mortality if food of the proper size and nutritional value is not available within a short time (Gisbert and Williot, 1997; Deng and others, 2003; Gisbert and Doroshov, 2003). Lack of food during the transition from endogenous to exogenous feeding has deleterious effects on the sturgeon digestive tract (Gisbert and Williot, 1997; Gisbert and Doroshov, 2003). Restricted availability and limited intake of food during the first feeding life stage may suppress growth (Deng and others, 2003).

Planktonic larvae must be transported by river currents to appropriate habitats where nutritional food is abundant and environmental conditions are benign. Longitudinal fragmentation by reservoirs, temperature reductions below dams, channelization, and bank stabilization collectively may have altered developmental rates and natural drift patterns, increased transport distances, and reduced in-channel retention and food production.

Predation and competition also must be low for larvae to survive to the juvenile life stage. Because the feeding larval
Sturgeon are small, they are particularly susceptible to mortality from predation. The Lower Missouri River water clarity has increased since impoundment; which may have increased predation risk to small sturgeons that historically relied on the river’s high turbidity as cover from sight-feeding piscivores fishes such as sauger (Sander canadense), goldeye (Hiodon alosoides), walleye (Sander vitreus vitreus), and smallmouth bass (Micropterus dolomieu) (Hesse and others, 1989). Most of the other more than 60 species of the Missouri’s riverine fishes feed on zooplankton at the larval stage, and several juveniles and adults of native fishes (for example, paddlefish) and non-native fishes [for example, bighead carp (Hypophthalmichthys nobilis)] also feed primarily on zooplankton (Berry and others, 2005; Pflieger, 1997), all of which may be directly competing with sturgeon larvae for food resources.

**Juvenile to Immature Adult**

At age 1, shovelnose sturgeon and pallid sturgeon closely resemble adults. Juvenile and adult sturgeon have few natural
predators and annual mortality is thought to be relatively low (Quist and others, 2002). The factors most likely to affect sturgeon of this age class are human exploitation, availability of food resources, habitat quality, and competition (fig. 9). Because of their life-history traits (late maturity and infrequent spawning) shovelnose and pallid sturgeon are extremely susceptible to impacts of overharvest (Bajer and Wildhaber, 2007; Quist and others, 2002). Many species of sturgeon have yet to recover from previous episodes of over-exploitation (Williams and others, 1989).

Pallid sturgeon, like shovelnose sturgeon, primarily consume invertebrates when less than 1-year old (Becker, 1983; Modde and Schmulbach, 1977), but unlike shovelnose sturgeon, they primarily are piscivorous juveniles and adults (Gerrity and others, 2006). Previous field collections of shovelnose and pallid sturgeon adults indicate that part of their diets are made up of benthic macroinvertebrates (Modde and Schmulbach, 1977; Keenlyne, 1997; Carlson and others, 1985; Gerrity and others, 2006). The diet of the shovelnose sturgeon is comprised almost exclusively of macroinvertebrates (Gerrity and others, 2006). Recent evidence (George and others, 2007; Gerrity and others, 2006) indicates that several *Macrhybopsis* chubs are important items in diets of pallid sturgeon; populations of several of these chub species have declined. (Pflieger and Grace, 1987; Hesse and others, 1989; Galat and others, 2005).

![Diagram](image-url)

**Figure 9.** Submodel for the transition from juvenile to immature adult in the *Scaphirhynchus* sturgeon life-history conceptual model.
The species composition of prey fishes in the river has changed since the 1940s (Berry and others, 2005; Hesse and others, 1989). Although gizzard shad (Dorosoma cepediamum) are habitat generalists, (Leslie and Timmins 1998a, 1998b; Galat and others, 2005), their spawning in rivers is believed to occur in shallow, slow-velocity habitats such as backwaters and main-channel borders (Scott and Nielsen, 1989). Adult gizzard shad are detritivores and periphyton grazers that strongly affect sediments and nutrients within the water column of lakes (Vanni, 1996). This led Arrington and Winemiller (2003) to speculate that gizzard shad may markedly affect ecosystem dynamics in lowland rivers where they are abundant. It is unknown if such changes in preyfish species composition may have negatively affected the pallid sturgeon.

Information on growth rates of shovelnose and pallid sturgeon in the wild is limited because of the lack of effective age and growth methodologies; however, understanding the age and growth of shovelnose and pallid sturgeon is essential for assessing population status and forecasting population trends. Critical to any fish species recruitment is overwinter survival (Hurst and Conover, 1998). Availability of non-lethal temperatures and adequate quantity and quality of food resources is critical for overwintering survival and recruitment of any temperate fish species. No information is available on the conditions necessary for overwinter survival of shovelnose and pallid sturgeon.

Whereas there are some limited data collected by telemetry on temperature, water velocity, turbidity, and substrate use by pallid sturgeon in the Missouri River (Bramblett and White, 2001), it cannot be assumed that the preferred habitat is available to the fish. Most of the Lower Missouri River has been forced into a single channel by structures meant to improve navigation, and the waters of this channel are well mixed. Only in the case of tributaries and long chutes and side channels do temperature and water quality of moving water differ significantly from that present in the thalweg of the Missouri (Galat and others, 2001). If pallid sturgeon need to select temperature and water quality regimes that vary from that present in the thalweg, the options in the altered river are extremely limited.

Shovelnose and pallid sturgeon are well adapted to bottom habitats of large rivers with swift, turbid, free-flowing water; however, the pallid sturgeon do not use small tributaries or clear-water riverine habitats that are frequented by shovelnose sturgeon (Mayden and Kuhajda, 1997). Bramblett and White (2001) suggest that pallid sturgeon exhibit some selectivity for sand bottom that may be affected by temperature and turbidity. Since sand is the primary substrate present in the Missouri River, it is not clear whether or not the temperature, turbidity, and substrate associations detected in the field are the result of habitat choice, or the predominance of those habitats. Furthermore, since there is no information on habitat associations or habitat choice of shovelnose and pallid sturgeon before alterations of their habitat, it is not known whether or not the preferred habitat of either species exists in the Missouri River.

Successful recovery of endangered fish species requires detailed understanding of their life history, the environments in which they live, and the aquatic community with which they interact. Fish have different ecological requirements throughout their ontogenetic development. The ability of fish to meet these requirements at various life stages determines the restrictive nature of potential ecological bottlenecks. Interactions with other individuals within the population and with other species within the community (for example, competition, predation) along with the use of the food resources (for example, macroinvertebrates) and the physical habitat in which they live determine the success of fishes for surviving each bottleneck. Individually-based models used in conjunction with explicit models of space incorporating spatial and temporal variation, could be used to predict the physiology, behavior, growth, survival, and reproduction of fishes under changing environmental conditions to estimate the restrictive nature of each bottleneck (Wildhaber and Lamberson, 2004). Such understanding requires integration of knowledge across multiple disciplines including biology, hydrology, geomorphology, and climatology.

One approach is to use mathematical and empirical models to integrate knowledge across disciplines to develop individual-based, spatially and temporally explicit models to benefit research, management, and monitoring efforts by predicting demographic trends under current and potential future conditions (Wildhaber and Lamberson, 2004). The environmental experience of individual fish of a given species varies greatly. This variation is a function of the individual, the environment in which it finds itself, and the choices it makes; this variation can translate into population trends that may not have been predicted based on the average individual. These spatial and temporal patterns of individuals can then be used within an age-structured demographic model that is compartmentalized by the stage-structured conceptual model presented in this report to forecast population changes (Bajer and Wildhaber, 2007). The latter model contains parameters for each age class that often includes the number of individuals, probability of survival to the next age class, and reproductive rate to name a few. Using this population matrix, estimates can be made as to whether or not a population is stable, increasing or declining, and which parameters of the population model (that is, age classes and associated parameters) have the most effect on the population.

An example of the value of such a modeling approach is demonstrated by Bajer and Wildhaber (2007) who developed age-structured demographic models for the pallid and shovelnose sturgeon in the Lower Missouri River to conduct sensitivity analyses for the populations. Potential effects of increased fishing mortality on the shovelnose sturgeon also were evaluated. Populations of pallid and shovelnose sturgeon were most sensitive to age zero mortality rates as well as mortality rates of juveniles and young adults. Overall, fecundity was a less sensitive parameter; however, increased fecundity effectively

Structure of the Conceptual Life-History Model
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balanced greater mortality among sensitive age classes in both populations. The model predicts that management that increases population-level fecundity and improves survival of age zero, juveniles and young adults should most effectively benefit both populations. Evaluation of reproductive values indicated that populations of pallid sturgeon dominated by ages more than 35 years rapidly could lose their potential for growth, particularly if recruitment remains low. Under the initial parameter values the population of shovelnose sturgeon in the Lower Missouri River was predicted to decline by 1.65 percent annually, causing the commercial yield also to decline. Modeling indicated that the commercial yield could substantially increase if exploitation of females in ages less than 12 years was restricted.

Summary

In the model presented, human activities at the process level that affect survival, growth, and development are considered critical determinants of successful transition between all life stages, whereas non-human predation is not considered critical once the fish has reached the juvenile stage. For the human activities identified, entrainment is considered a critical determinant of successful transition between life stages once the fish has reached the larval stage, whereas fishing is considered critical only after the fish has reached the juvenile stage.

For rate-affecting processes identified as critical for survival, growth, and development, habitat is considered a critical determinant of successful transition between all life stages, whereas contaminants and disease are considered critical to all life stage transitions except from spawning adults with viable gametes to developing embryos. Prey availability and competition for food are considered critical once the fish reach the free embryo stage.

The critical rate-affecting processes help to determine which of the condition factors are critical to the life-stage transition being considered. Hydraulic habitat, sediment, temperature, water quality, and light are considered critical determinants of successful transition for all life stages. The presence of con-specifics is only considered critical once the adult life stage has been reached, whereas fish origin is considered a critical determinant of successful transition between all life stages once a developing embryo has been formed. Finally, the nature of the food web and the available nutrients are considered critical determinants of successful transition between all life stages once the exogenously feeding larval stage has been reached.

The conceptual model provided here was developed to organize the understanding of the complex life history of *Scaphirhynchus* sturgeons. It was designed for communication, planning, and to provide the structure for a population-forecasting model. These models are intended to be dynamic and responsive to new information and changes in river management, thereby providing scientists, stakeholders, and managers with ways to improve understanding of the management actions affect on the ecological requirements of *Scaphirhynchus* sturgeons.

As new scientific knowledge becomes available, it could be included in these models in many ways at various levels of integration. The set of processes, conditions, and the connections between them that are identified in the conceptual life-history model were identified based on the current knowledge as supported by scientific publications. The components identified in the model and the connections between them could change when future data are collected that may improve the model. The cumulative knowledge of the scientific and management community dealing with sturgeon provide the assurance that the information on which the model is based in current and critical or missing data are identified. At the qualitative level, the transition probabilities, the strength of the connections between conditions and rate-affecting processes, rate-affecting processes and processes, and processes and transition probabilities (for example arrows), and submodels that empirically describe the processes are all defined by the data from basic research. Updating the scientific knowledge on which the model is based and using that base to define the current structure and parameterization of the model provides the ability to capture and track such changes in a working model that everyone can use.
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